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ABSTRACT

a concept, but it is not intuitive enough. Consequently,
it could make the content understanding more accurate to
jointly exploit the full information from different modalities,
and be significant to many applications such as image tagging [1, 2, 3] and cross-media retrieval [4, 5, 6]. However, the
different representation and different ways of stimulating to
human being’s brains derived from heterogenous modalities
lead to challenges of semantic correlation mining among the
heterogenous modalities of medias [7].
The main related work can be categorized into three classes.
1) Linear/nonlinear mapping: The class of methods build
a closed-form transformation between heterogeneous spaces
[8, 9]. In general, complex models lead to high capacities
but low generalization. A challenge in these methods is to
choose the nonlinear model of a suitable capacity. 2) Probabilistic models such as probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) [10, 11]: These methods focus on the dominant
global semantics of medias but ignore the direct relationship
among the local components of documents, i.e., the textual
words and local visual regions. 3) Graph-based correlation
propagation: Graph-based methods, with documents as vertices and correlation as the weight of edges [4, 12], focus on
the local structure of data distributions and are effective to
the data with complicated distributions. The computational
cost generally increases rapidly for a large scale of data.
This paper proposes a new approach to the analysis of semantic correlation between text and images based on mixture of local linear mappings (MLLM ). We consider that
data in a local region generally represent a uniform concept and can be supposed to be transformed based on a
linear mapping into the feature space of another modality.
Therefore, this work uses a mixture of local linear mapping,
each local component being constrained by a neighborhood
model into a finite local space, to substitute for a more complex nonlinear mapping between the feature spaces of textual and visual modalities. The MLLM model also considers
the sparseness and non-negativeness and leads to the sparse
output given a query, which is consistent with the true sparse
representation in feature spaces of both text and images.

This paper proposes a new approach, called mixture of local linear mappings (MLLM ), to the modeling of semantic
correlation between web images and text. We consider that
close examples generally represent a uniform concept and
can be supposed to be locally transformed based on a linear
mapping into the feature space of another modality. Thus,
we use a mixture of local linear transformations, each local
component being constrained by a neighborhood model into
a finite local space, instead of a more complex nonlinear one.
To handle the sparseness of data representation, we introduce the constraints of sparseness and non-negativeness into
the approach. MLLM is with good interpretability due to its
explicit closed form and concept-related local components,
and it avoids the determination of capacity that is often considered for nonlinear transformations. Experimental results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Retrieval
models

General Terms
Theory

Keywords
Semantic correlation; heterogeneous modalities; cross-media
retrieval

1.

INTRODUCTION

There has been a massive explosion of multimedia contents on the web such as text, images and videos, which
usually co-exist in a multimedia document and describe the
similar semantic concepts. For example, an image can give
us a vivid imagination but incomplete about a concept. In
contrast, the text could accurately describe the details of
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2.

THE PROPOSED METHOD

2.1 Mixture of Local Linear Mapping
Since different representations tend to be adopted for images and text, there is typically no explicit correspondence
between the representations, and it is difficult to construct
a uniform correlated model over the whole distributions of
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Actually, due to the complicated data distribution and nonlinear mappings between textual and visual spaces, a unique
linear model is of insufficient capacity in modeling the correlation between them. Consequently, we develop a mixture
of local linear mappings to characterize the cross-media correlation as follows:
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where M is the number of components of the mixture model,
ωm denotes the positive weight of the m-th component and
P
K
m=1 ωm = 1, cm is a factor to normalize LF to be a probability density function, xi,j and µm,j denote the j-th entry
of xi and µm , εi,m,j , hj,m and σj,m are the j-th entry of εi ,
H and Σε corresponding to the model MRm , respectively.
In our mixture model in Eq.5, the first exponential term
plays the role of making the dense points tend to share one
model, and the second one focuses on modeling the correlation between two heterogeneous modalities.

Figure 1: Illustration of the mixture of local linear
mappings. The scale of darkness represents the distribution of data in feature space S I and S T , and the
colored ellipses denote the local regions over which
local linear mapping models are built.
images and text. Hence, in this work we present a mixture
of local linear mappings (MLLM).
We assume that over a local region there exists a linear
mapping model from textual (visual) space to visual (textual) space, and characterize this model by the concatenation of two matrices as follows:
yi = U · W xi + εi

2.2 Constraints to MLLP
In this section, we consider some extra constraints to the
mixture of local linear mappings.
1) Smoothness. As mentioned above, close examples, with
proper representation, tend to indicate the similar concept
in both textual space and visual space. Hence, it is necessary
to return the similar retrieved outputs for two close queries.
We formulate the smoothness constraint as follows:
X
JW =
keij W (xi − xj )k2 ≤ kDX kF kW kF
(6)
i∼j
X
JU =
keij U W (xi − xj )k2 ≤ kW DX kF kU kF (7)

(1)

where xi denotes a query of dq -dimensional vector, yi is
the do -dimensional example associated to query xi , W ∈
RK×dq denotes the transformation from input space to a Kdimensional latent semantic space and U ∈ Rdo ×K means
that from the semantic space to output space, and εi is
the fitness error. For simplicity, we let εi be a vector of
independent and normally distributed elements with zero
mean, i.e. Σε = diag(σ12 , σ22 , · · · , σd2o ). The linear mapping
in Eq.1 can be rewritten as the following probabilistic form:
Pr(yi |xi , M) =

1
(2π)

do
2
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|Σεi |

1
2
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ε εi

i∼j

where i ∼ j means that xi is the neighbor of xj , eij denotes
the weight of the pair xi and xj , and DX is the matrix
whose columns are vectors {xi − xj } in a certain order for
all i ∼ j. We let eij = 1 for all i and j in Eqs.6 and 7
since we have no clear prior information to show which pair
is more important. The neighbors of xj is determined by
choosing C-nearest points. Thus, we measure the smoothness of cross-media mappings with the following expression:

(2)

where M denotes the model in Eq.1 that {xi , yi } follows.
Intuitively, a set of close examples, denoted by R, tend to
have similar semantics and approximately follow the same
cross-media mapping model. The data near the centroid of
R follow the model with high confidence. In contrast, the
data far away from the centroid follow the model with low
confidence. Thus, we characterize the difference of confidence resulted from the location by introducing a neighborhood model KH (x − µ) and a symmetric positive definite
dq × dq bandwidth matrix H. We choose Gaussian function
as the neighborhood model:
1

KH (xi − µ) =
(2π)

dq
2

1

|H|

1
2

e− 2 (xi −µ)

T

H−1 (xi −µ)

Jsm (U, W ) = JW + JU
, λW kW kF + λU kU kF

where λW and λU , which replace the coefficients on the
right-hand side of Eqs.6 and 7 respectively, are used to control the importance of the two terms. The first term on the
right-hand side of Eq.8 measures the distance in the concept space, and the second one measures the distance of
two retrieved outputs. To obtain a smooth mapping model,
Jsm (U, W ) needs to be constrained to a small value.
2) Sparseness and Non-negativeness. With the bag-ofword representation, both text and images are generally represented as the feature vectors of non-negative and sparse
components. Take the mapping from textual space to concept space as example. When a document is mapped into
the concept space, we expect that it corresponds to a few
concepts that can describe its semantics. That is, the other
components in the concept vector are zeros. Thus, the matrix W needs to be sparse. Further, we think every unit

(3)

where µ denotes the centroid of set R that xi belongs to.
For simplicity, we assume that H is a diagonal matrix and
H = diag(h1 , h2 , · · · , hdq ). KH (xi − µ) can be used to describe the probability (or confidence) of data that follow the
mapping model, i.e. Pr(xi |MR ).
Now, we define the following likelihood function for the
pair (xi , yi ) given a specific local linear mapping MR :
LF,i,m

=
=

Pr(xi |MRm ) Pr(yi |xi , MRm )
KH (xi − µm ) Pr(yi |xi , MRm )

(8)

(4)
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Table 1: MAP scores (Top 50 retrieved examples).
Corel5K
Wikipedia
T→I
I→T
T→I
I→T
CCA
0.1078
0.1725
0.2485
0.1646
KCCA
0.2115
0.1501
0.2807
0.2121
MLLM
0.2787
0.2832
0.3581
0.2793

appearing in a document supplies positive contribution to
the corresponding concept. In other words, a whole concept
is formed by combining a set of units and can be considered
as the linear combination of elements. The non-negative
constraint makes only additive combination be allowed.
Finally, we have the following optimization problem:
min

Um ∈Rdo ×K ,Wm ∈RK×dq

L(Um , Wm )

(9)

Minimizing Q(Um , Wm ) subjected to Um ≥ 0, Wm ≥ 0 with
sub-gradient descent approaches can obtain the solution.

where
L(Um , Wm ) =− ln LF +λ1

M
M
X
X
Jsm (Um , Wm )+λ2
Jsp (Um , Wm ) 3.
m=1

m=1

S.t. Um ≥ 0, Wm ≥ 0

(10)

where Jsp (Um , Wm ) , kUm k1 + kWm k1 denotes the sparseness term, and λ1 and λ2 are used to control the balance
between these terms.

2.3

Optimization Process

The optimization problem (9) is different from many regularization based learning because it contains some hidden information. More specifically, we don’t know which local linear mapping that (xi , yi ) follows. We develop a sub-gradient
descent approach under the framework of Expectation- Maximization. The parameter set is denoted by Θ = {Um , Wm ,
ωm , Hm , µm , Σε,m }M
m=1 .
1) Initialization. First, we use Kmeans clustering algorithm
over training data {xi }N
i=1 and achieve M clusters. Let the
(0)
(0)
initial value of µm and Hm (written as µm and Hm , respectively) equal the mean vector and covariance matrix of
the m-th cluster; Initialize Um ∈ Rdo ×K and Wm ∈ RK×dq
with non-negative matrix.
2) Determination of hidden information. Given Θ(t−1) , we
compute the probability that (xi , yi ) follows MRm .
Pr(MRm , xi , yi |, Θ(t−1) )
Pr(MRm |xi , yi , Θ(t−1) ) = PM
(t−1) )
m=1 Pr(MRm , xi , yi |, Θ
(11)
where
Pr(MRm , xi , yi |Θ

(t−1)

) = ωm cm e
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(12)
(t−1)
Pi,m .

For simplicity, we rewrite Pr(MRm |xi , yi , Θ(t−1) ) as
3) Update. The parameters of MRm are updated at t time
sequentially by:
(t)
ωm
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N
N
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X
X
1 X (t−1)
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For the update of the other parameters, we define another
cost function based on problem (9):
Q(Um , Wm ) =

M
X
m=1

(

N
X
i=1

(− ln cm −

do
X
ε2i,m,j (t−1)
)Pi,m
2
2σj,m
j=1

+ λ1 Jsm (Um , Wm ) + λ2 Jsp (Um , Wm ) )
(15)
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Two public real-world datasets are used in our experiments. 1) Corel5K : There are 50 categories in this dataset
and each category is made up by 100 images. Each image
has a caption of 1-5 keywords. We represent text and images
of Corel5K by 374-dimensional and 500-dimensional bag-ofword feature vectors, respectively. We random choose 2/3
examples for training and the rest for test. 2) Wikipedia
dataset: The set consists of 2,866 images, each with a paragraph of text to describe the image. We use the originally provided representation: 10-dimensional topic-based
features for text and 128-dimensional SIFT feature for images, and the originally provided ratio 2173/693 (training/test).
Each experiment is implemented 10 times independently.
We compare the proposed method to two previous representative methods, including 1) Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [8]: The technique linearly transforms two kind
of data from initial spaces to two new spaces respectively
to achieve the largest relevance; 2) KCCA [8]: a non-linear
version of CCA by introducing kernels. In this work, we
employ the RBF kernel. We use two measures to evaluate
the performance. 1) Percentage score: An image(or text)
is considered correctly retrieved if it appears in the first t
percent of the predicted list from its corresponding text (or
image) query. 2) Mean average precision (MAP). Because
users generally pay more attention to the front retrieved results, we only analyze the results of the first 50 returned
samples in MAP analysis.
For parameter tuning, we split the training set into 5
folds and employ 5-fold cross-validation. For MLLM, we
choose M and K as 50 and 15 for Corel5K, and 15 and 8 for
Wikipedia. We search the other parameters over the grid:
λ1 , λ2 , λU , λW ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100}. In the implementation, we let λU = λW for low complexity of search.
Fig.2 illustrates the average percentage score of 10 independent experiments over both datasets. For the often used
percentage t = 20%, MLLM achieves the precision of 0.561,
0.575, 0.452 and 0.421, which are clearly superior to the compared two methods. In some cases, we note that for large
percentage t (e.g., t > 70%), the precision of our method
is similar with or slightly lower than CCA or KCCA. We
consider that a highly possible reason is our method tends
to describe the local property of data distribution over the
similar data instead of the distribution over the whole space.
Table 1 shows the MAP result, which measures whether the
retrieved data belong to the same category as the query or
not. Fig.3 shows an example of sparseness in the prediction
of MLLM given a text query. Given the query including
textual words “plane”, “runway” and “boeing”, the predicted
visual words is highly correlated to the true ones of the image associated with the query, which means that MLLM
method can predict the sparse output well given a query. In
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Figure 2: The percentage score evaluation on two sets. T → I
and I → T denote text query and image query, respectively.
The error bars indicate ±1 standard error.
a majority of the data especially in Corel5K, we can find the
results like this example.

4.

[4]

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposes a new approach, named MLLM,
to the modeling of semantic correlation between text and
images. The close data in a local region can be supposed
to be transformed based on a linear mapping into the feature space of another modality. Therefore, In the whole
space, the correlation between heterogenous modalities can
be modeled by a mixture of local linear mappings. We try to
discover a transformation from one modality of information
to the other based on mixture of local linear mapping that
can replace and be superior to the more complex nonlinear
transformation. Besides of the better performance shown
in the experiments, our method also have some other advantages. It is with good interpretability due to its explicit
closed form and concept-related local components. Moreover, it avoids the complicated analyse of the capacity that
is often considered in nonlinear transformations.
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